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SOLUTIONS

Better Together: 
Orasi and  
Google Cloud

Google Cloud accelerates  
every organization’s ability to 
digitally transform its business. 
Google Cloud delivers  
enterprise-grade solutions that 
leverage Google’s cutting-edge 
technology – all on the cleanest 
cloud in the industry. Customers 
in more than 200 countries and 
territories turn to Google Cloud 
as their trusted partner to  
enable growth and solve their 
most critical business problems.

Orasi’s dedicated consultants 
provide industry-leading  
insights into elite continuous 
delivery solutions, as well as 
leadership, coaching, and 
expertise to help customers 
optimize their investment in 
Google Cloud solutions.

Partnership that Drives Performance 
Orasi is a DevOps expert, powering the acceleration, security, and adoption of 
software applications through automation. By building a repeatable process for 
creating infrastructure for application pipelines, as well as providing cost and 
resource savings once the deployment and tests have been completed, we 
ensure confidence in the customer DevOps Journey. As a Google Cloud Partner, 
Orasi has the certified experience to successfully deliver Google Cloud solutions 
to our customers and to offer expert guidance, services, and tools to accelerate 
delivery of quality, secure applications that drive business results. 

Partners You Can Trust
Orasi, as a Google Cloud Partner, has certified teams, earned expertise, and 
achieved specialization with the Google-validated skills to help you leverage 
large-scale, multi-cloud infrastructures. 

Our Google certifications include:

• Associate Cloud Engineer Certification

• Google Cloud Sales Credentials

• Professional Cloud Architect Certification

• Professional Cloud DevOps Engineer Certification

Orasi DevOps Services:
Google Cloud Partner

Go gle Cloud 
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The Orasi Difference
Orasi is a DevSecOps innovator enabling the acceleration, delivery, and adoption  
of software applications and cloud infrastructure through automation. Orasi’s services 
and solutions offer full lifecycle support and integration to ensure quality, security,  
and scalability of transformative applications.

Why Orasi? 
Orasi implements and provides managed service DevOps solutions that drive faster, more predictable, and continuous 
delivery, all while improving quality. Our dedicated team of Advanced Technology consultants have earned Google Cloud 
Provider (GCP) certifications and have: 

• Extensive knowledge of deployment and maintenance of Google Cloud solutions in customer environments. 

• Deep expertise in the design and architecture of GCP solutions for organizations migrating from on-premise data centers  
 to the cloud.

• Experience with the design and architecture of Infrastructure as Code solutions to create ephemeral environments that  
 are integrated into CI/CD pipelines.

Recently, the Orasi team partnered with a global 
FinTech company to re-deploy key applications from 
on-prem to a multi-cloud solution. The company was 
struggling with heavy siloed processes, leveraging 
tools effectively, and obtaining repeatable standards. 
By partnering with Orasi, the company achieved fully 
automated multiple application deployment pipelines 
from sandbox to production using a custom-
parameterized design. 

As a result, the company architected the CI 
automation, created the on-demand provisioning 
of infrastructure, and built deployment automation 
to deliver GCP cloud environments in a repeatable, 
consistent, managed manner. This allowed multiple 
applications to reuse key components of Orasi’s 
solution, creating standardization, improving quality, 
and lowering cost.

Google Cloud – together with Orasi’s strategic planning, implementation, and 
support services – puts best-in-class cloud automation in the hands of customers.

Orasi in Action

Client Success: Orasi Implements DevOps Solution to Deliver GCP Cloud Environments for 
Global FinTech Company 


